
Explain how you could add
678 + 303 using mental math
Add 8+3=11
7+0=7
6+3=9
=981
Which of the following is true of definite? articles? A.
They can come before only a plural noun.
B.
They can come before only a singular noun.
C.
They must always be used before a proper noun.
D.
They can come before either a singular or plural noun.
Triangle MOP has been rotated to create triangle M'O'P'. MP = M'P' = 2 units, MO = M'O' = 2 units, and OP = O'P' = 2.82 units. Which postulate below would
prove the two triangles are congruent? SSS
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It is rumored in the company that retirements are in jeopardy and the company might go bankrupt. What was most likely not planned for?
1. sustainability
2. quality of life
3. depression
4. growth
Which is true about the polynomial y^2- 3y +12?
A potter use 4/5 of a pound of clay to make a bowl.How many bowls can the potter make from 12 pounds.
I appreciate the help If the change in enthalpy is negative, ?H is negative and heat is released during the change. TRUE FALSE
A group of 20 students includes 5 students in sixth grade, 8 students in seventh grade, and 7 students in eighth grade. Each student name and grade are written
on an index card and place into a bag. A card is randomly selected from the bag. What is the probability that a seventh grader name will be selected, P (seventh



grader)? Enter the correct answer, as a fraction, a decimal, and a percent.
How to put six thousand fifty four in standard form
When an object is? dropped, the distance it falls in t? seconds, assuming that air resistance is? negligible, is given by ?s(t)equals=4.9054.905t2 where? s(t) is in
meters? (m). If a stone is dropped from a? cliff, assuming that air resistance is? negligible, find the velocity and acceleration of the stone after it had been falling
for 1515 sec.
Jenna bought n notebooks which cost 5 dollars each, and 3 pens which cost r dollars each. How much money did she spend?
Samantha is riding a raft down a stream that is moving at a date of 65 feet per minute. How dar downstream does she travel in 5 minutes
What happens to a carbon atom transitioning between photosynthesis and respiration?
Which economic system allows competition? a)Socialism
b)Capitalism
c)Communism
d)Monopoly
i believe it is
a.
What was the focus of the women’s rights movement in the mid-1800s?
To learn more about an author's diction, you ask: A) Are the sentences and paragraphs organized in an interesting way?
B) Do I like the connotation of the words the author has chosen to use?
C) What is the meaning and effect of the words the author has used?
D) What techniques has the author used that I can use in my writing?
Python: initalize the variable first_name with the value from the user prompt "What is your first name? " initalize the variable first_name with the value from the
user prompt "What is your last name? " concatenate first and last name and store in the variable full_name print the full name as a complete sentence including
punctuation.
Supreme Court Justice John Paul Stevens was appointed to the Supreme court by Richard Nixon (a Republican). During his time on the court, he was regularly a
liberal voice, which irritated Republicans. Could President Bush remove have removed Stevens from the court? Why or Why not? Where is this addressed?
Which terrestrial planet has the highest surface gravity
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